REGISTRATION FORM FOR SOUL ON TOP XI
REGISTRATION PROCESS

full, a waiting list will be started. Crews on the waiting list will be
moved to the registered crew list as soon as a spot becomes availaTo register your crew for Soul on Top, fill out this form and send it
ble. If you are already registered and won’t be able to participate at
to: info@soulontop.ch. Your registration will be confirmed by e-mail.
Soul on Top after all, please let us know, so we can make your spot
Unless you have received a confirmation, your registration is not
available to another crew. In order to update the registered crew list,
complete.
you may at some later time be asked to confirm your participation.
All registered crews will be added to the registered crew list on our
Be there on time for Soul on Top. Crews that are late won’t be able
website in the order of registration. When the registered crew list is
to compete and will be replaced by crews on the waiting list.
CREW

PERSON RESPONSIBLE

Crew name

First name

City/village

Last name

Country

E-mail address
Mobile phone
(with country code)

BATTLE SYSTEM
Soul on Top is a 5 vs. 5 b-boying battle. Each crew has to be made
of five b-boys or b-girls. Up to 48 crews can participate. The battle is
held in K.O. mode. There will be no battles with three crews and no
show battles. After each battle the victorious crew will advance to
the next round. The winner gets CHF 1000 (one thousand Swiss
Francs).
The battle consists of six rounds: the round of forty-eight, the round
of twentyfour, the round of twelve, the quarter-finals, the semi-finals
and the final. After the round of twelve the judges will in two separate battles choose two loosers who will - in addition to the three
winners of the round of twelve - advance to the quarter finals. In the
round of fortyeight, the round of twentyfour and the round of twelve
three battles will be held at the same time in three circles. The battles in the quarter-finals, semi-finals and the final will be held one
after the other in the main circle. The round of fortyeight, the round
of twentyfour and the round of twelve will be judged by three judges
and dure eight minutes. The quarter-finals, semi-finals and the final
will be judged by six judges and dure ten minutes.

The crews to battle each other in the round of fortyeight will be
drawn by chance in a two-step procedure. For the first step of the
procedure every participating crew will choose the eight crews they
think will be the best of all the participating crews at Soul on Top.
The eight crews that are chosen the most often will then be assigned by draw to an assigned space of the round of fortyeight. In
the second step of the procedure all the other crews will be assigned by draw to the remaining spaces in the battles of the round
of fortyeight. The participating crews will choose the eight crews to
be assigned by draw in the first step of the procedure when they
check-in at the mainevent of Soul on Top. The crews won't be able
to choose their own crew.
If less than 48 but more than 32 crews show up the judges will
choose lucky loosers. In case of an uneven number of crews one
crew will advance to the round of twentyfour without having to battle. If less than 32 crews show up the judges will pick the best loosing crews of the round of thirtytwo so that there will be a guaranteed
16 crews in the round of sixteen.
Check out: www.soulontop.ch/registration/battlesystem.html.

CONDITIONS

COMPETITION RULES

We don’t organize or finance your trip to Soul on Top. We don’t organize or finance accommodation or food. Insurance coverage is your responsibility. We deny any responsibility for
injuries. We film battles and upload them to Youtube. B-boys and b-girls that participate at
Soul on Top don’t pay an entry fee for the main event. You are responsible for valid travel
documentation. In case you need a visa to travel to Switzerland we may write you a letter of
invitation. You may qualify to apply for financial help from the Travel Fund. Check here
whether you qualify for an application: www.soulontop.ch/travelfund/apply.html.

The judges' decisions have to be respected. Don't endanger the competing dancers. Each dancer has to withhold entering the circle unless the
competing dancer has finished his
round. Touching is not allowed and
may lead to disqualification.

